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dren.   They detect absurdities that a primary child would
accept without question.
Ten-year-old children can give sensible reasons why chil-
dren should not be too noisy in school and why most people
would rather have an automobile than a bicycle. This is
one of the tests on the ten-year-level of the new revision
of the Stanford-Binet test. Children's thinking is like that
of adults in many ways. When confronted by a strange
phenomenon they seek to explain it in terms of their pre-
vious experience and information. When these conflict with
the observed fact, they must either abandon or adhere
to the cherished principle. Because children's experiences
and information are more limited and because they have had
less practice in discovering relationships and less ability to
deal with abstractions, their explanations tend to be more
diverse, more inconsistent, and more contradictory than the
explanations of adults.
It is well known that young children think in concrete
terms and later develop an appreciation of abstract ideas.
When children in the primary grades are asked to write any
twenty-five words that occur to them, they are likely to list
the names of persons they know and objects in their environ-
ment. When asked to write anything they wish on certain
topics they are again likely to describe concrete actions and
happenings. With increasing age thinking becomes more
abstract, acquires wider content, and, at the same time, is
more "detailed and disciplined." One of the notable ad-
vances made from the ninth to the twelfth year is in the
ability to define abstract words. Average ten-year-old chil-
dren cannot give a satisfactory definition of revenge, justice,
pity, charity. They usually think iti concrete terms. But
twelve-year-old children will tell you that revenge means
"to get even with someone," that justice means "to give
people what they deserve," that to pity means "to be sorry
for-someone," and charity consists in helping "those who
are needy."
Seeing relationships is another characteristic of the higher
thought processes. During this period children think in

